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"through the influence process, we generate and manage change in the social world"

"social norms are rules and standards that are understood by
members of a group , and that guide and/or constrain social
behavior without the force of law"

social norms

{Cialdini, 1998 #4649}

like a norm, but there is a movement, or contradiction with internal cognition {Cialdini, 1998 #4649}, p162
conformity
components
of
influence

"a shift of an individual's behaviors and attitudes toward the perceived standards of the
group as a result of group pressure" {Nicholson, 1995 #5664}
conformity, but "acquiescence" to a "request" {Cialdini, 1998 #4649}, p168

compliance

Obedience: "acceptance of authority, usually with little
question" {Nicholson, 1995 #5664}

a la milgram

Power and status
social influence: a micro version of
social control {Pfeffer, 1997 #409}

Correlated to formal organizational forms
Coalitions

definition

{Crozier, 1964 #2528}

{Cyert, 1959 #2532}

Influence can be viewed from the point of view of the source, or the target {Cialdini, 1998 #4649}
Purposiveness of respecting norms/ conformity /compliance

Intro

believing in better accuracy

behave effectively
{Cialdini,
1998
#4649}:
target
point of
view:
purposive
action to
achieve

induced
behavior
are goaldirected

build and maintain
relationship - approval
and acceptance of
desirable others;
manage
self-concept avoid a
self-conception
as different,
deviant or
intransigent

descriptive norms suggest actions that
are likely to be met with social approval

see shift in political orientation at Bennington College
{Newcomb, 1943 #4610}

see social comparison motivated by desire to conform for self
maintenance +{Festinger, 1954 #2643}
in the case of compliance, self consistency can be invoked;
see various techniques in +{Cialdini, 1975 #4811}

behaviorist
Model used

Deviance

social

rebellion
dysfunctional

instrumental

OB applic

+{Hovland, 1953 #4681}
"what said what to whom"
quasi behaviorist
Research method: lab based, no deception, captive
audience, low involvement issues

Empiricist
approach
of
Persuasion
(Yale
/
Hovland)

Credibility: high credibility produces more attitude change, but not durable

+{Hovland,
1953
#4681}

Hovland and Weiss (1951) – Credibility of the Communicator: We believe those who are
more trustworthy. Over time, however, sleeper effect means lies more well remembered,
and become more persuasive.

Sleeper effect: people who disagree with statement will forget the source and will eventually agree
Attractive people are more effective

Attraction
Research
directions

*{Eagly, 1993 #151}

People more influenced by message that do not seem designed to influence them (Walter, 1962)
Better to do one sided argument if audience agrees, two sided if disagree +{Hovland, 1953 #4681}
In debate, better first if there is a delay for decision, otherwise last if immediacy *{Miller, 1959 #356}
If audience distracted during persuasive message, more efficacy (Festinger, 1962)
Biased assimilation: if strong
opinion, tend to examine
evidence in a biased manner

critique

+{Lord, 1979 #4930}
Hostile media: everyone believes media is against them: +{Vallone, 1985 #5024}

but +{Miller, 1975 #4949} shows that attribution works better than persuasion

framework by *{Nemeth, 1989 #379}
only 3% of lecture groups served sweetbreads, but 37% did in the discussion groups.
1. Degree of Involvement. Methodology secured involvement without impeding freedom of
decision. Problem was discussed as "housewives like yourselves".

persuasion using groups

reasons

2. Motivation and decision. Action may not be the direct result of motivation, but because
the one side of force structure has been weakened beyond a certain point (it may be a
compromise).
3. Individual vs Group. It's often easier to change social practice of a group of people than
individually, partly because of the unwillingness of the individual to stray too far from
group standards (this refers to individual decisions in a group setting.).
4. Expectation. Only after group discussion did leader mention a followup was possible.
5. Leader personality.

+{Lewin, 1952 #323}
Norms – Cialdini

Reciprocity +{Cialdini, 1975 #4811},

see emergence and perpetuation of norms in small groups (W!!!)
effect could be information, need of belonging or self-concept enhancement
Groupsize: Effect of group size Wilder(1977), Baron & Byrne (1984) – pressure for
conformity is less if members suspecting collusion among group members if , {Weick, 1979
#553} Group size changes group dynamics with the addition of each member
Comparison between Sherif & Asch

Conformity

Debate
informational
vs.
normative

Informational vs. normative
Private vs. public

Asch (1941) – Group rankings – Have people rank career prestige for various professions
(“politician”), tell them the rankings of their peers, with politician artificial pulled up or
down in the rankings, does it change their views on politicians? Yes, pulls in direction of
the group.
{Asch, 1951 #25}
Asch

Initially set to disconfirm Sherif;

was conformity Informational ?

Majority needs to be significant (more than 2)
Subjects conform strongly

If not unanimous, effect drops
"pressure to conformity"

conformity different from following norm, because of cognitive doubt
Crutchfield (1955) – extensions of Asch to more complex opinion situations –effect of IQ on conformity
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Social
model
of
Influence

Criticisms/
limitations
of
Asch

Prash
examples

Perrin & Spencer (1980) – Asch experiments fail to replicate their findings in British subjects
well-trained in science/maths
Neto (1995) – crosscultural validation of Asch is weaker than original findings

Difficulty to replicate if high IQ, or self-efficacy in geometry;
does not stand cross culture transport

maybe it was informational?

see minority vs majority in small groups (W)
not limited to group models of social psychology

zimbardo?

see +{Lepper, 1983 #4923} for attributional/overjustification extrinsic vs. intrinsic

{Zimbardo, 1969 #5039} Deindividuation: Anonymous girls delivering electric shock vs.
name-tagged co-eds. Anonymous = more shocks. But results reversed for Belgian soldiers
(same principle at work) Catharsis effect of allow release of aggression during experiment
has no effect. Car vandalism in New York and Palo Alto.
norm

norm

P-Infl

roles
Obedience

The Banality and Evil – Eichmann trial {Arendt, 1964 #20}
Social norms
Consistency

conditions

Surveillance
Buffers
Ideology

• Gradual shifts in power. Consistency norm says keep shocking since voltage increases by
such small amounts.
• Lack of channel out to say no, many channels back in.
• Ambiguous, unfamiliar situation.

Dysfunctions
of
influence

critique
/ new
directions

• Diffusion of responsibility by experimenter.
• Reciprocity norm: getting paid for the experi
+{Milgram,
1963
#4479}

caused stress to SSs

see Krollag Baumrind, D. (1964). and reply by Milgram

critiques
subjects did not believe the setup

conclusion

see critique in Krollage: Orne, M. T. and C.
H. Holland (1968). and reply Milgram, S.
(1972).

"where legitimate authority is the source of action, relationship
overwhelms content". (Milgram 1972)

Milgram (1965) – Obedience: how many people turn the dial. Lots of channels to
obedience, few exits. Situation in ambiguous. Spawns harsh critiques by Baumrind – this
isn’t ethical – and Orne and Holland – the subjects just played along with the experimenter.
Milgram – Group judgement followup: Wonders if line length judgment conformity is
because the task is trivial, tries it with airline safety tests, gets the same effect.
Rosenhan study – followup to Milgram: Swarthmore – idea was that liberal students would do
less damage. Nope.
Sheridan and King – Milgram and puppies: Same experiment with puppies. Everyone still
goes through to the end.
deviance: see bystander effect in Interpersonal / exchange
perception of norms may be
problematic

see +{Prentice, 1993 #5662} about difficulty to perceive alcohol consumption norms on campus

compared the relative effectiveness of three compliance techniques to elicit donation: the
foot-in-the-door, the door-in-the-face , and the low-ball.
foot-in-the-door procedure: the individual is first asked to compy with a small request and
then subsequently a larger one.
see summaries in
+{Brownstein, 1985
#5690}

door-in-the-face procedure: the individual is asked to comply with an extremely large
request at first, then a far more moderate request follows.
low-ball procedure: individuals are first asked to agree to the target request and then to
maintain their commitment when the target behavior is made more costly.
The door-in-the-face and
the low-ball subjects
appeared superior

The low-ball condition, though, elicited more money than any other technique.

mainly compliance (stronger than conformity, weaker than obedience)
*{Brehm, 1999 #70}

Reciprocity

Buy someone a coke and then ask for a favor

Reciprocal concessions +{Cialdini, 1975 #4811}: ask for extreme favors, then small one
Induce guilt (fake breaking of equiment or rigging an exam), to trigger donations
+{Carlsmith, 1969 #5689}
Guilt and altruism

Instrumental
Influence

Carlsmith, Freedman, and Regan – Guilt driving altruism: Stanford blood donation after
exam guilt, grocery dropping, camera breakage. Effect of guilt on compliance – use
Milgram set up, then have victim make request of subject who is either teacher or witness.
End result: guilt works, sympathy doesn’t.

Cialdini – Imagining: Have people imagine themselves doing something after obtaining
product, more will buy than solely providing information.

Imagining

Foot in the door:
increase demand

Freedman and Fraser (1996) – Foor in the Door: Small request then bigger. Signs on lawns in Palo Alto.
Cialdini et al (1975) – Door in Face Technique: Ask large favor that will be rejected, then
switch to small favor. More people likely to accept small favor. Has to be the same
requester and the first task must be bigger than the first.

Door in the face

Tell children they are clean before asking them to pick up trash

OB

Cialdini – Lowball: Have individuals agree to task then tell them about obstacle twist (will
put up flyers, but must pick up from San Jose). Way more compliance than if you tell them
about the obstacle to begin with.

Low ball

Cialdini, Reno and Kallgren (1990) – Littering in Public Places: 2 types of social norms,
injunctive and disjunctive. By focusing subject’s attention on a particular norm, can alter
subject behavior.

Social scripts for compliance
Machiavellism

Arguments

Petty and Cacioppo (1984) - Argument quantity and quality: Higher number of arguments
effects persuasion. In low involvement situation, high number helps a lot. In high
involvement, makes people think about issues, but not so much swayed by pure number of
args.
Petty, Cacioppo and Schumann (1983) - Variable involvement and attitude change: Affects
of strong vs. weak arguments on attitude change with either celebrities or average people
as endorsers of a product. In low involvement, celebrity endorser has more effect. In high
involvement, good arguments have greater effect.

Downward (Leadership)

Division of influence terrains among leaders & subordinates *+{Blau, 1964 #60}

+{Kipnis, 1988 #5337}
Upward influence styles
Direction of influence

Shotgun - most influence & emphasized assertiveness & bargaining
Tactician - average influence & emphasized reason
Bystander - little influence

Groupthink {Janis, 1971 #267}
Peer

Peer surveillance *{Sewell, 1998 #5245}

Indirect influence

Two step leverage {Gargiulo, 1993 #5341}dfg2690

cognitive
???? Macro: instit

normative
coercive

18. Power Influence
Reviews

+{McGuire, 1985 #5044} about attitude and attitude change

{Bae, 2001 #4525}
{Battilana, 2004 #4527}

Sources

OBM Micro articles?
Chong articles summaries ?
Mortensen articles summaries ?
OB Classics Otts summaries?
Krollag Notes on key articles
{Barbulescu, 2004 #4604}

